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Introduction: Cross-analysis using Ground Truth
(GT) catalogue of Martian craters, assembled for
evaluation of Crater Detection Algorithms (CDA), is
presented. Capability to detect and correct errors is a
good basis for new generation of catalogues of craters.

Cross-Analysis of Catalogues of Craters: CDA
applications range from dating planetary surfaces [1]
to advanced statistical analysis [2]. The GT catalogue
with 17582 craters [3] was assembled as a first step in
establishing the framework for more objective evalua-
tion of CDA [4]. Once this is done, wherein among
other requirements each crater is confirmed by cata-
logues B [5] and R [6], cross-analysis between the GT
catalogue and used catalogues B and R is possible.

Possible Duplicates: One of the problems with
manually assembled catalogues of craters is that some
craters are entered in the catalogues more than once. If
those entries have identical coordinates and radiuses,
all required is to delete one of the two identical entries.
When coordinates or radiuses of two entries are
slightly different, the solution is not so straight-
forward. It can be noticed that the smaller f (measure
of differences between craters [3]) for two entries in
some catalogue results with a higher probability that
those entries are duplicates. There are 60 such craters
in B and 62 in R with f smaller than 1. While only
those with f smaller than 0.5 are probable duplicates, it
is also possible that some of them are not duplicates
and that some with f larger than 0.5 are duplicates.

Possible Size Correction of Registered Craters:
If for each crater from the GT catalogue we use only
radiuses to compute f, larger f between craters from B
and R results in a higher probability that one of those
two craters are labeled with too large or too small ra-
dius. Thanks to this property, for each crater from the
GT catalogue we can compute f for corresponding
craters from B and R and sort results according to f.
There are 88 registered craters in B and 88 in R with f
larger than 0.25.

Possible Position Correction of Registered Cra-
ters: If for each crater from the GT catalogue we use
only coordinates to compute f, larger f between craters
from B and R results in a higher probability that one of
those two craters are labeled with coordinates that can
be defined more precisely. Thanks to this property, for
each crater from the GT catalogue we can compute f
for corresponding craters from B and R to sort results

according to f. There are 16763 registered craters in B
and 16824 in R with f larger than 0.25. Such large
numbers were expected because catalogues B and R
are not aligned with MOLA data like the GT cata-
logue, as can be seen in Figs. 1-4.

List of Not Registered Craters: According to this
cross-analysis there are 4823 craters in B (4037 with
r >= 5 km) that do not have corresponding craters in R
and 1726 craters in R (all have r >= 5 km) that do not
have corresponding craters in B. Most of them are
probably either: (1) craters that are labeled by one and
missed by another catalogue; or (2) incorrect entries in
the catalogue that do not correspond to certain crater.

Discussion of Results: The examples of possible
duplicates are given in Fig. 1: in top frame (an exam-
ple from catalogue B) two entries for the same crater
with almost identical radiuses and coordinates, and in
bottom frame (an example from catalogue R) two en-
tries for the same crater with slightly different radiuses
and coordinates. The examples of possible size-
corrections (given in Fig. 2) from catalogue B (top
frame) and catalogue R (bottom frame) show craters
labeled with too small radiuses. The examples of pos-
sible position-corrections (given in Fig. 3) from cata-
logue B (top frame) and catalogue R (bottom frame)
show craters labeled with less precise coordinates than
those of nearby craters. The examples of not registered
craters (given in Fig. 4) from catalogue B (top frame)
and catalogue R (bottom frame) show craters labeled
by one and not labeled (most probably omitted) by
another catalogue.

Conclusion: Presented cross-analysis can contrib-
ute to the future revisions of catalogues B and R, and
so to future revisions of the GT catalogue as well. The
approach can also be applied during work on other
catalogues, wherein capability to detect and correct
most of the errors is a good basis for new generation of
significantly more complete catalogues of craters.
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Figure 1: Possible duplicates in catalogues from
N. G. Barlow et al. [5] and J. F. Rodionova et al. [6].

Figure 3: Possible position corrections in cat. from
N. G. Barlow et al. [5] and J. F. Rodionova et al. [6].

Figure 2: Possible size corrections in cat. from
N. G. Barlow et al. [5] and J. F. Rodionova et al. [6].

Figure 4: Not-registered craters in cat. from
N. G. Barlow et al. [5] and J. F. Rodionova et al. [6].
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